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Abstract: One of the top concerns for travelers when choosing public transportation is whether
they can reach their destination in limited time and monetary cost on the basis of ensured reliability.
However, the existing literature shows no studies on how to evaluate bi-objective multimodal
accessibility under travel time uncertainty. In order to fill this research gap, this paper creates a
multimodal super network based on smart card data in which the transfers among taxi, bus, and
subway modes are developed and applied. Next, we propose a two-stage opportunity accessibility
model to calculate bi-objective multimodal accessibility under travel time uncertainty. Then we
propose a multimodal reliability path finding model and a reliability boundary convergence algorithm
to solve this problem. Finally, we conduct a large-scale real-world case study. It is found that the
impedance heterogeneity between different modes is significant, and multimodal travel has better
accessibility than a unimodal one. Although multimodal accessibility decreases as the reliability
increases, the advantage of multimodal over unimodal accessibility increases with reliability, and
it can be improved up to 14.61% by multimodal transfers. This model can effectively guide traffic
management departments to improve traffic accessibility in terms of time and cost and advise
commuters to choose living places.

Keywords: multimodal; public transportation accessibility; big data; reliability; bi-objective; super
network

1. Introduction

Accessibility is an effective indicator for evaluating the ease of transportation, which
can guide traffic departments to optimize transportation systems and assist urban resi-
dents to choose living and working places to access more opportunities for medical care,
education and other activities. Public transportation consumes less energy and is con-
ducive to sustainable development [1]. Unscientific accessibility assessment may lead to
unreasonable public transportation planning, resulting in a great waste of resources.

Due to the effect of various factors, such as holidays, weather and peak hours, travel
time is highly uncertain, which may result in late arrivals and cause penalties [2]. Thus,
when travelers choose public transportation modes, including bus, subway, taxi, etc., they
are eager to find the most reliable mode and path in multimodal networks to reduce the
penalty caused by late arrival. However, due to the limitation of cost budget, people
may not choose the most reliable mode and path. Since the multimodal combined mode
can integrate the advantages of various modes, it provides a new approach for traffic
departments to improve regional accessibility. Therefore, how to evaluate multimodal
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accessibility in limited time and monetary cost on the basis of ensured reliability has
become a major challenge in the field of accessibility research.

In the existing research studies, the typical accessibility search models include po-
tential models [3], cumulative opportunity models [4], utility models [5], and space–time
prism models [6]. Although the potential model considers impedance attenuation, its
friction coefficient is difficult to be determined. The cumulative opportunity model uses
the impedance threshold, though it does not consider the impedance attenuation character-
istics, making it easy to understand. The utility model is mainly used to study travelers’
behavior. The space–time prism model is used to analyze the accessibility of individual
travel but has high requirements for data, especially personal trajectory data.

Transportation accessibility is generally measured based on deterministic travel time.
In practical cases, due to different travel conditions, such as weather, traffic control, morning
and evening peak hours, travel time is uncertain. People cannot be sure of the exact
punctual arrival time of a path. Thus, transport modelers typically define reliability
indicators to quantitatively measure the uncertainty of travel time using statistical range
methods, such as the buffer time method, tardy-trip method, or probabilistic method.
The probability method [2] is currently widely used in accessibility research, which uses
on-time arrival probability to represent travel time reliability, with different distribution
assumptions of travel time, e.g., normal distribution [7], lognormal distribution [8], and
extended shifted lognormal distribution [2].

In addition, studies on traditional accessibility mainly focus on unimodal points of
view [9]. Initially, Hansen [3] evaluated regional accessibility under travel time certainty
using the shortest highway route. However, the environment is often uncertain in real
life [10]. Meanwhile, the research object has shifted from a virtual network to an actual large-
scale network [11]. To address this issue, the multi-criteria shortest path algorithm [12],
reliability convergence boundary algorithm [2], etc., have been proposed, according to
different travel time distributions.

Scholars have gradually realized that travel time is no longer the only concern, con-
sidering the impact of monetary costs, traffic congestion, energy consumption and other
factors. Matisziw et al. [13] analyzed accessibility under travel time certainty, using gener-
alized travel costs. Jiang [14] developed a two-stage single-objective accessibility model
to improve the computational efficiency of accessibility. Shen et al. [7] established a bi-
objective reliable path planning model to calculate a non-dominant solution. In the study of
unimodal accessibility, considering time as a single factor is not problematic because costs
increase over time. However, the cost difference between modes is far larger. Therefore,
most of the existing studies on multimodal accessibility focus on time while ignoring the
impact of cost, leading to incorrect accessibility results.

Similar to unimodal research, scholars have gradually shifted their focus to the as-
sessment of multimodal accessibility under travel time uncertainty. Mavoa et al. [15]
created a multimodal network by ArcGIS 9.2 with deterministic travel time as the network
impedance. Salonen et al. [16] proposed a door-to-door method to evaluate multimodal
accessibility. Based on the methods of Mavoa et al. [15] and Salonen et al. [16], Liu et al. [9]
considered the impact of multimodal combined travel on the deterministic shortest time in
accessibility assessment. Chen et al. [17] evaluated the accessibility of multimodal com-
bined travel of bus and subway with online software. Xia et al. [18] used the weighted
average travel time to represent the overall accessibility for each populated area in mul-
timodal networks. Zhang et al. [19] used time as a single impedance to evaluate the
accessibility of urban buses and subways under travel time uncertainty.

In the assessment of multimodal transportation accessibility, multimodal network
construction is one of the core tasks. Initially proposed by Sheffi [20], super network
refers to the network for different modes or activities. We adopt this concept to build
the multimodal transport network, which is one type of super network with more than
one transport mode. Arentze et al. [21] considered the impact of activities to develop a
super network by using generalized costs. Liao et al. [22] further studied the factors of the
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personalization and travel time uncertainty to carry out activity planning research. Later,
Li et al. [23] conducted an in-depth study on the shared bicycles based on this network.
Among them, the construction of public transportation networks is much more complicated
than that of private car networks. Two of the most well-known network construction
methods in the literature are the time-dependent method and network expansion method,
of which the former takes schedule events as attributes of the link, while the latter takes
schedule events as nodes [24]. Zhang [25] proposed a multimodal network construction
method integrating the time-dependent method for private vehicles and the time-expanded
method for public transportation into one network.

In this paper, we mainly distinguish between unimode and multimode in terms of
networks and paths. In the case of networks, the unimodal network refers to a network
made with only one transport mode, while the multimodal network refers to a network
made with more than one transport mode [17,19–21,25]. In the case of paths, the unimodal
path refers to a path made with only one transport mode, while the combined mode path
refers to a path made with more than one transport mode. The accessibility approach based
on multi-modal networks is to find the optimal solution to evaluate accessibility. Since the
optimal solution may be a unimodal path or a combined mode path, for simplicity, we
refer to both as multimodal paths in this paper, i.e., multimodal path refers to a path made
in multimodal networks.

For the multimodal network construction under travel time uncertainty, the road
network sets the link time as being uncertain. Station-type networks usually have two
processing methods, one of which is to process the network into a deterministic network
according to the timetable, while the other is the same as the deterministic network struc-
ture, except that the travel time between the two stations is set to be uncertain according to
the transit lines instead of the timetable [19]. At present, smart cards are widely adopted in
public transportation. However, there is still no research considering transfers between
the taxi mode and the bus and subway modes and building a super network based on
smart card data. A novel idea is to build a super network based on smart card data while
ignoring the lines, in which links exist when traffic flow meets the constraints between
two stations its attributes include all time and monetary cost, such as waiting time and
in-vehicle time. The different mode networks are connected by a foot network. Thus, the
number of paths that people would not choose in reality is reduced, while the problems of
route collinear and fare calculation are easier to be solved.

Moreover, when evaluating multimodal accessibility, time is not the only factor that
needs to be considered; travel time reliability, monetary cost and multimodal transfers
are also important factors. The single-objective method (the travel time method) or the
generalized cost method can result in some gaps with real situations. Travelers care
more about money and time when choosing travel modes and paths, and prefer higher
arrival reliability to reduce penalties caused by late arrival. However, most of the existing
studies on multimodal accessibility and popular route planners, such as Google map and
Baidu map, focus on time while ignoring the impact of cost, travel time uncertainty, and
especially transfers between the taxi mode and the bus and subway modes, leading to
incorrect accessibility results, as summarized in Table 1. Thus, there is still no research
on the problem of how to evaluate bi-objective multimodal accessibility under travel
time uncertainty and analyze the impacts of bi-objective multimodal travel on public
transportation accessibility.
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Table 1. Categories of existing studies.

Literatures Multimode Reliability

Constraint

Single-Objective
Bi-Objective

Travel Time Generalized Cost

[3]
√

[10–12,26]
√ √

[13]
√

[7]
√ √

[27–29]
√ √

[21,23,25]
√ √

[19,30]
√ √ √

This paper
√ √ √

To fill these above-mentioned gaps, this paper proposes a novel data-based bi-objective
approach to explore multimodal accessibility under travel time uncertainty and attempts
to make three main contributions beyond those of previous studies.

(1) We first use smart card data to extend the traditional multimodal network to
incorporate the transfer between the taxi mode and the bus and subway mode under travel
time uncertainty. This network makes it easy to solve the problems of route collinear and
the fare calculation of the multimodal combined trip.

(2) We develop a two-stage bi-objective opportunity model and a multimodal relia-
bility path finding model, and propose the reliability boundary convergence algorithm to
solve this accessibility problem. In particular, the proposed algorithm is applicable to the
studies of multimodal bi-objective accessibility under various risk-preference conditions,
including risk-averse, risk-neutral, and risk-seeking.

(3) We use a large-scale real-world case study to verify the effectiveness and efficiency
of the proposed models and algorithm. It is found that although multimodal accessibility
decreases as the reliability increases, the advantage of multimodal over unimodal acces-
sibility increases with reliability, and it can be improved up to 14.61% by multimodal
transfers.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, a multimodal super
network based on smart card data is developed. In Section 3, a two-stage bi-objective
opportunity model is established. In Section 4, data collection and processing are presented.
In Section 5, multimodal accessibility is analyzed, using Beijing as an example. In Section 6,
this paper is discussed and summarized.

2. A Data-Based Multimodal Network Model

A multimodal path is shown in Figure 1 in the form of a hierarchical network.
A traveler starts from the origin, walks to a bus station, transfers to a subway, and then

takes a taxi to the destination. This trip involves three transportation facilities, namely, bus,
subway, and taxi. It is a combined multimodal trip, including bus to subway and subway
to taxi. Big data provide multi-source information for studying multimodal accessibility.
However, due to the diversity of transportation data, it is difficult to extract individual
multimodal combined travel chains from multi-source data. Therefore, it is necessary to
establish a multimodal super network so as to study combined multimodal accessibility.

2.1. Basic Assumption

Since the path travel time can be well approximated by a normal distribution [31], the
following assumptions are made to simplify the problem and to present the core idea.

A1. It is assumed that link travel times are mutually independent and follow normal
distributions [30–32].

A2. Taxi has a flag-down fare for an initial certain mileage, and thereafter, the price
increases monotonically with distance.
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Figure 1. A hierarchical multimodal network diagram.

2.2. Multimodal Network Model

To effectively study the bi-objective multimodal accessibility under travel time uncer-
tainty, we develop a multimodal super network model based on smart card data to realize
the transfers between the multimodal transportation modes, making it easier to calculate
the time and monetary cost of the path, especially of that with transfers between taxi and
subway modes.

We take five steps to build a multimodal network: mode selection, node selection, node
connection inside mode, node connection between modes, and OD (origin–destination)
nodes connection.

Mode selection: Foot networks are the fundamental of a multimodal network. Gener-
ally, public transportation networks include buses, subways, taxis, shared bicycles, etc.,
while private ones include private cars, private bicycles, etc. Almost all trips start and end
on foot. In the process of one’s journey, only the process between the stations is performed
by vehicle, while the rest is completed on foot. Therefore, the foot network is an essential
basic one for public and private transportation. When constructing a multimodal network,
we build a network for each mode and a walking network at the same time.

Node selection: For road networks, such as the foot network and taxi network, the
connecting points between roads are selected as nodes. For station networks, such as bus
networks and subway networks, stations are selected as nodes. Points and stations are
collectively referred to as nodes for ease of presentation.

Node connection inside mode: Considering the bi-objective of uncertain travel time
and monetary cost, we provide a novel idea to connect nodes inside mode by using bus
and subway smart card data. Firstly, we set links between two stations where travel data
exist to reduce the number of links that people would not choose on their actual trips.
Then, we adopt travel time in the form of a distribution function based on smart card data
as the time of the link to reflect the uncertainty of travel time, where travel time includes
waiting time and in-vehicle time. Next, we calculate the fares between stations based
on smart card data and take it as the link cost. As this multimodal network is based on
smart card data, it does not need to consider collinear issues and is capable of providing
all accessible paths between stations at one time. Meanwhile, the travel time distribution
and monetary cost between stations can be extracted directly from smart card data. The
impedance heterogeneity within modes is far smaller than that between the modes, so
it can be ignored, and the average monetary cost is adaptable. The difference between
bus and subway lies in the fact that the subway data include the internal transfer time. In
contrast, bus data do not include this time, so subway data can better reflect people’s actual
travel behavior. This method differs from the existing networks in terms of reliability and
the data-based construction method.
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Nodes connection between modes: Based on the foot network, each modal node is
connected to the nodes of the foot network. There are two most commonly used methods:
one is to attach the points to the nearest foot network nodes, and the other is to insert
vertical nodes, which is more accurate than the former one, as it increases the number of
nodes and links and thus, will consume more time. Meanwhile, when a transfer is required
between modes, the corresponding waiting time and walking time should be set in links.

OD nodes connection: Like other network nodes, OD nodes are connected to the foot
network in the same way to achieve an OD pair connection.

Based on the above description, we have drawn a flow chart of data-based multimodal
super network construction under travel time uncertainty, as shown in Figure 2. Figure 3
shows a directed graph of a multimodal network, including taxi, subway, and bus. This
method is not limited to the above modes but can be extended to any multimodal network.
In this paper, the multimodal network is expressed as G = (N, A), including a set of
nodes (N) and links (A). By considering the uncertainty of travel time, each link a ∈ A
has randomly distributed travel time Ta. The uncertainty in this paper is represented by
the on-time arrival probability (α) in the normal distribution. Under the basic assumption
that link travel times are mutually independent and follow normal distributions, the travel
time of paths can be obtained by adding link travel time. Then, effective travel time can
be expressed as the sum of average time and safety margin time [26,33], as shown in
Equations (A1)–(A8) in Appendix A.

Figure 2. A flow chart of data-based multimodal network construction.
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Figure 3. A data-based multimodal super network.

3. Analysis Methods
3.1. A Two-Stage Bi-Objective Opportunity Model

After establishing the multimodal network, we start to develop a bi-objective opportu-
nity model in order to evaluate accessibility with budgets of time and monetary cost under
travel time uncertainty. Since accessibility increases with budgets, from the perspective of
the single impedance constraint, we use the reliable single dimension area (RSDAi,k(α)) to
represent the accessibility of the node i in the kth dimension, as shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. The bi-objective opportunity model: Fk
0 is the initial value and Bk is the budget.

By calculating the intersection of the areas of various dimensions, we can obtain
the reliable multi-dimension area (RMDAi(α)). Then, we use POI (point of interest) to
represent opportunities and take the number of opportunities in RMDAi(α) to represent
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the position accessibility. The formula of the bi-objective opportunity model is shown in
Equations (1)–(3).

RCUMi(α) = ∑p xi,p (1)

xi,p =

{
1,
0,

i f p ∈ RMDAi(α)
otherwise

(2)

RMDAi(α) =
{

p
∣∣ ti,p < Tb ∪ ci,p < Cb

}
(3)

where RCUMi(α) is the cumulative opportunity accessibility of the location i under reliabil-
ity α; xi,p is a binary variable, xi,p = 1 indicates p is in RMDAi(α), and xi,p = 0 otherwise.
ti,p and ci,p respectively represent effective travel time and monetary cost for the location i
to obtain the opportunity p. Tb and Cb represent budgets of travel time and monetary cost,
respectively.

Since each POI needs to be determined separately, a two-stage bi-objective opportunity
model is proposed to improve the computational efficiency of accessibility. At the first
stage, the grid is divided, whose opportunities are represented by POI in the grid, as shown
in Equations (4) and (5). At the second stage, the accessibility of the grid area is calculated
using the grid centroid, as shown in Equations (6)–(8).

The first stage is as follows:
Mj = ∑p xj,p (4)

xj,p =

{
1,
0,

i f p ∈ Gridj
otherwise

(5)

The second stage is as follows:

RCUMi(α) = ∑j Mjyi,j (6)

yi,j =

{
1,
0,

i f j ∈ RMDAi(α)
otherwise

(7)

RMDAi(α) =
{

p
∣∣ ti,p < Tb ∪ ci,p < Cb

}
(8)

where Gridj is the grid j. Mj is the number of opportunities within Gridj. xj,p is a binary
variable, xj,p = 1 indicates p is within Gridj, and xj,p = 0 otherwise. yi,j is a binary variable,
yi,j = 1 indicates j is within RMDAi(α), and yi,j = 0 otherwise.

3.2. A Multimodal Reliability Path Finding Model

The most critical content in the accessibility evaluation is whether the two points are
accessible under the constraints of monetary cost and time under uncertainty. Here, we es-
tablish a bi-objective multimodal reliability path model to find a feasible solution, as shown
in Equations (9)–(12). Since a multimodal path includes more than one transportation
mode, which is charged in different ways, its costs should be calculated in segments.

min tod
k = ∑a∈A δod

a,kµa + Z(α)×
√

∑a∈A δod
a,k(σa)

2 (9)

min cod
k = ∑mod ∑tr cod

mod,k,tr (10)

Subject to

∑
i∈N

δai,j ,k − ∑
j∈N

δai,j ,k =


1
−1
0

,
,
,

i = o
i = d

otherwise
(11)

δai,j ,k ∈ {0, 1}, ai,j ∈ A (12)

where cod
mod,tr is the monetary cost of the tr trip in the path k; cod

k is the total monetary cost.
Objective functions (9) and (10) represent the minimum effective travel time and mini-
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mum monetary cost, respectively. Constraint (11) represents the flow balance constraint.
Constraint (12) represents the binary variable for link-path incidence.

The common method is to solve the Pareto solution set and then determine the
accessibility based on the set and the impedance threshold. By evaluating the travel time
and monetary cost of the path, it can be determined whether the OD points are accessible
under certain constraints, as shown in Equations (13) and (14).

accod = max
k

accod
k (13)

accod
k =

{
1,
0,

i f tod
k < Tb ∪ cod

k < Cb
otherwise

(14)

where accod
k indicates whether the path k in the Pareto set is accessible.

In a large-scale multimodal network, the scale of the Pareto set is large, making it
difficult to compute. In order to improve the computation efficiency, we reconstruct the
network by dividing the network to eliminate the constraint of monetary cost. Taxis, buses,
and subways are the main modes of urban public transportation. Their monetary cost
calculation method is quite different. The monetary cost of taxis is relatively high. In
actual public transportation, people usually use the time-effective shortest path to travel.
Considering the difference in monetary cost among modes, we divide the multimodal
network into seven networks, according to monetary cost. Then, the bi-objective problem
is transformed into a single-objective problem by calculating the shortest path of each
network separately. According to the transport modes that people use in daily life, we
divide the network into unimodal networks and combined modal networks, as is shown in
Table 2.

Table 2. Network segmentation.

No. Name Label Mode

1 foot network + bus network G1
Unimode2 foot network + subway network G2

3 foot network + taxi network G3

4 foot network + bus network + subway network G4

Combined
mode

5 foot network + bus network + subway network
+ taxi transfer to subway from the origin G5

6 foot network + bus network + subway network
+ subway transfer to taxi to the destination G6

7
foot network + bus network + subway network+

taxi transfer to subway from the origin +
subway transfer to taxi to the destination

G7

The unimodal network set includes the following: foot network + taxi network, foot
network + bus network, foot network + subway network, namely [G1, G2, G3]. It is more
common to take a taxi to a subway station, but less common to take a taxi to a bus station.
Therefore, we build the combined networks by linking taxi nodes to subway stations in
order to realize the transfers between the taxi network and the bus and subway networks.
In the combined modal networks, buses and subways are low-monetary cost modes, while
taxi is a high-monetary cost mode. It is especially worth noting that a trip may include
two taxi rides: one from the origin to a station and one from a station to the destination.
Therefore, further considering the difference in taxi costs, the combined modal networks
are further divided into four scenarios: foot network + bus network + subway network,
foot network + bus network + subway network + taxi transfer to subway from the origin,
foot network + bus network + subway network + subway transfer to taxi to the destination,
foot network + bus network + subway network+ taxi transfer to subway from the origin +
subway transfer to taxi to the destination, namely [G4, G5, G6, G7].
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By calculating the time and monetary cost of the shortest path of effective travel time
for seven networks, respectively, as shown in Equations (15)–(17), multimodal accessibility
can be evaluated based on Equations (18)–(20).

min tod
k = ∑a∈A δod

a,kµa + Z(α)×
√

∑a∈A δod
a,k(σa)

2 (15)

Subject to

∑
i∈N

δai,j ,k − ∑
j∈N

δai,j ,k =


1
−1
0

,
,
,

i = o
i = d

otherwise
(16)

δai,j ,k ∈ {0, 1}, ai,j ∈ A (17)

accod = max
k

accod
k (18)

accod
k =

{
1,
0,

i f tod
k < Tb ∪ cod

k < Cb
otherwise

(19)

cod
k = ∑mod ∑tr cod

mod,k,tr (20)

Taking the network, foot network + bus network + subway network+ taxi transfer to
subway from the origin + subway transfer to taxi to the destination, as an example, we
present the steps of network division as follows.

Step 1: Calculate the closest subway stations P to the OD points. In this paper, P is
taken as four, indicating that travelers can take a taxi to four subway stations, or reach their
destination from the nearest four stations.

Step 2: Use the network in Figure 5 to calculate the travel time distribution and
monetary cost of the most reliable path from OD to each subway station.

Step 3: Add the link between the OD and the closest station P in the multimodal
network, as shown in Figure 6, and then the combined modal network, foot network + bus
network + subway network+ taxi transfer to subway from the origin + subway transfer to
taxi to the destination, is completed.

Figure 5. Transactions between subway and taxi.
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Figure 6. A combined multimodal network.

3.3. Reliability Boundary Convergence Algorithm

The reliability boundary convergence algorithm for the normal distribution is pro-
posed to solve the problem of the shortest path of effective travel time with the bi-objective
of energy consumption and travel time [7]. However, their method works for finding the
shortest paths but not for evaluating accessibility; the algorithm for risk-seeking travelers is
not given. Hence, we adjust the algorithm process and termination conditions to meet the
requirements of accessibility assessment, making it applicable to the studies of multimodal
bi-objective accessibility under various risk-preference conditions, including risk-averse,
risk-neutral, and risk-seeking.

According to the characteristics of the normal distribution, the following inequalities
can be obtained.

(1) When α > 0.5 and Z(α) > 0, travelers are risk-averse:

∑a∈A δod
a,k(µa + Z(α)σa) ≥∑a∈A δod

a,kµa + Z(α)×
√

∑a∈A δod
a,k(σa)

2 ≥∑a∈A δod
a,kµa (21)

Set upper boundary tod
k and lower boundary tod

k :

tod
k = ∑a∈A tod

a,k = ∑a∈A δod
a,k(µa + Z(α)σa) (22)

tod
k = ∑a∈A δod

a,kµa (23)

(2) When α = 0.5 and Z(α) = 0, travelers are risk-neutral:

∑a∈A δod
a,k(µa + Z(α)σa) = ∑a∈A δod

a,kµa + Z(α)×
√

∑a∈A δod
a,k(σa)

2 = ∑a∈A δod
a,kµa (24)

Set upper boundary tod
k and lower boundary tod

k :

tod
k = tod

k = tod
k (25)

(3) When α < 0.5 and Z(α) < 0, travelers are risk-seeking:

∑a∈A δod
a,kµa ≥∑a∈A δod

a,kµa + Z(α)×
√

∑a∈A δod
a,k(σa)

2 ≥∑a∈A δod
a,k(µa + Z(α)σa) (26)
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Set upper boundary tod
k and lower boundary tod

k :

tod
k = ∑a∈A δod

a,kµa (27)

tod
k = ∑a∈A tod

a,k = ∑a∈A δod
a,k(µa + Z(α)σa) (28)

Based on the above inequality, the upper and lower boundaries of the effective travel
time of path k can be determined so that the lower boundary can be monotonically increased
by using the method of the K-shortest algorithm [34] to reduce the difference between
the upper and lower boundaries. When the relative difference between the upper and
lower boundaries of the reliability, (tod

G − tod
G,ki

)/tod
G,ki

, meets the requirements of the error
threshold ε or reaches the maximum number of path searches, the algorithm will stop.

The bi-objective multimodal accessibility evaluation algorithm (Algorithm 1) based
on the reliability boundary convergence is described as follows.

Algorithm 1 The reliability boundary convergence algorithm

1: Input: G, OD, µa, σa, da, α, Tb, Cb, ε, P, K̂.
2: Output: acco.
3: Other Notations: Construct a multimodal network based on the foot network, and divide the
networks into seven parts G = [ G1, G2, G3, G4, G5, G6, G7 ].
4: Step 1: Initialization
5: Set: accod = 0
6: Step 2: Calculate the travel time and monetary cost of each transfer link in the multimodal
network.
7: Step 3: Evaluate od accessibility.
8: If α < 0.5:
9: accod = acc_probabilityless50( )
10: Elseif: α=0.5
11: accod=acc_probabilityequal50( )
12: Else:
13: accod=acc_probabilitymore50( )
14: Step 4: acco = ∑d accod Evaluate the cumulative opportunity accessibility of location o by
adding up POIs of all accessible grids.

15: Def acc_probabilityless50( ):
16: For G in [ G1, G2, G3, G4, G5, G6, G7 ]:
17: Set i = 1
18: Do while: i ≤ K̂
19: If i = 1:
20: Find the i-shortest path pathod

G,i with the link-time µG,a + Z(α)σG,a by
using the K-shortest algorithm, then calculate its lower boundary travel time tod

G,ki
, effective travel

time tod
G,ki

, effective path monetary cost cod
G,ki

, and upper boundary travel time tod
G,ki

.
21: Set tod

G = tod
G,ki

22: If: tod
G,ki

≤ Tb and cod
G,ki

≤ Cb
23: accod = 1
24: break
25: Else if: ( tod

G > Tb ) or (
(

tod
G − tod

G,ki

)
/tod

G,ki
< ε)

26: accod = 0
27: break
28: i = i + 1
29: Else:
30: Find the i-shortest path pathod

G,i with the link-time µG,a + Z(α)σG,a by
using the K-shortest algorithm, then calculate its lower boundary travel time tod

G,ki
, effective travel

time tod
G,ki

, effective path monetary cost cod
G,ki

, and upper boundary travel time tod
G,ki

.
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Algorithm 1 The reliability boundary convergence algorithm

31: Set tod
G = min(tod

G , tod
G,ki

)

32: If: tod
G,ki

≤ Tb and cod
G,ki

≤ Cb
33: accod = 1
34: break
35: Else if:

(
tod

G − tod
G,ki

)
/tod

G,ki
< ε

36: accod = 0
37: break
38: i = i + 1
39: Return accod

40: Def acc_probabilityequal50( ):
41: For G in [ G1, G2, G3, G4, G5, G6, G7 ]:
42: Find the shortest path pathod

G with the link time of µG,a the classic Dijkstra algorithm,
and then calculate its effective travel time tod

G and effective path monetary cost cod
G .

43: If: tod
G ≤ Tb and cod

G ≤ Cb
44: accod = 1
45: break
46: Return accod

47: Def acc_probabilitymore50( ):
48: For G in [ G1, G2, G3, G4, G5, G6, G7 ]:
49: Set i = 1
50: Do while: i ≤ K̂
51: If i = 1:
52: Find the i-shortest path pathod

G,i with the link-time µG,a by using the K-shortest
algorithm, and then calculate its lower boundary travel time tod

G,ki
, effective travel time tod

G,ki
,

effective path monetary cost cod
G,ki

, and upper boundary travel time tod
G,ki

.
53: Set tod

G = tod
G,ki

54: If: tod
G,ki

≤ Tb and cod
G,ki

≤ Cb
55: accod = 1
56: break
57: Else if: ( tod

G > Tb ) or (
(

tod
G − tod

G,ki

)
/tod

G,ki
< ε)

58: accod = 0
59: break
60: i = i + 1
61: Else:
62: Find the i-shortest path pathod

G,i with the link-time µG,a by using the K-shortest
algorithm, and then calculate its lower boundary travel time tod

G,ki
, effective travel time tod

G,ki
,

effective path monetary cost cod
G,ki

, and upper boundary travel time tod
G,ki

.

63: Set tod
G = min(tod

G , tod
G,ki

)

64: If: tod
G,ki

≤ Tb and cod
G,ki

≤ Cb
65: accod = 1
66: break
67: Else if:

(
tod
G − tod

G,ki

)
/tod

G,ki
< ε

68: accod = 0
69: break
70: i = i + 1
71: Return accod

3.4. Evaluation Indicators

By using multimodal instead of unimodal transportation modes, travelers can access
more opportunities, as shown in Figure 7. In order to effectively evaluate the impact of
multimodal transportation, the difference value Ψ1+1

i (α) and ratio R1+1
i (α) are used as
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the evaluation indicator to demonstrate the advantages of multimodal accessibility over
unimodal accessibility (1 + 1 ≥ 2), as shown in Equations (29) and (30).

Ψ1+1
i (α) = RCUMmulti

i (α)− RCUM1+1
i (α) (29)

R1+1
i (α) = 1− RCUM1+1

i (α)/RCUMmulti
i (α) (30)

where RCUM1+1
i (α) is the cumulative opportunity accessibility of all unimodal accessibil-

ity opportunities, i.e., the union of all unimodal accessibility opportunities. RCUMmulti
i (α)

is the cumulative opportunity accessibility of the multimodal network.

Figure 7. Advantages of multimodal accessibility.

4. Study Area and Data Collection

Taking Beijing Fifth Ring Road as the research area, this paper constructs three trans-
portation modes, including bus, subway, and taxi. There are 203 subway stations and 2698
bus stations. The area is divided into 482 grids by hexagonal grids with a length of 0.76
km. The following data are used: (1) bus and subway smart card data from 3 August to
9 August 2015, and its schedule data obtained through the mapbar website and Gaode
map application; (2) openstreet map road network data; (3) actual detected data of road
conditions; (4) Beijing POI data; and (5) population data in Beijing.

Monetary cost calculation: Considering the impact of distance on cost, we can use
the monetary cost equation from the official website of Beijing. The monetary cost for
taxi can be calculated by Equation (31) (http://fgw.beijing.gov.cn/bmcx/djcx/cxldj/2020
03/t20200331_1752789.htm, accessed on 1 August 2021). The monetary cost for bus and
subway can be calculated by Equations (32) and (33) (http://fgw.beijing.gov.cn/bmcx/
djcx/cxldj/202003/t20200331_1752788.htm, accessed on 1 August 2021). In this paper, we
set the waiting time for taxi mode to 5 min and assume that taxis are available at the station.

cTaxi =


13

Int[13 + 2.3× (dTaxi − 3)]
Int[13 + 2.3× (15− 3) + 2.3× 150%× (dTaxi − 15)]

,
,
,

0 < dTaxi ≤ 3
3 < dTaxi ≤ 15

dTaxi > 15
(31)

cBus =

{
2 , 0 < dBus ≤ 10

Int
[

dBus−10
5

]
+ 2 , dBus > 10

(32)

cBus =

{
2 , 0 < dBus ≤ 10

Int
[

dBus−10
5

]
+ 2 , dBus > 10

(33)

http://fgw.beijing.gov.cn/bmcx/djcx/cxldj/202003/t20200331_1752789.htm
http://fgw.beijing.gov.cn/bmcx/djcx/cxldj/202003/t20200331_1752789.htm
http://fgw.beijing.gov.cn/bmcx/djcx/cxldj/202003/t20200331_1752788.htm
http://fgw.beijing.gov.cn/bmcx/djcx/cxldj/202003/t20200331_1752788.htm
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where dTaxi, dBus and dSubway are the one-time ride distance by taxi, bus, and subway, km,
respectively. cTaxi, cBus and cSubway are the one-time ride monetary cost by taxi, bus, and
subway, RMB, respectively.

5. Results
5.1. The Impedance Heterogeneity

We use the proposed method to evaluate under travel time uncertainty; we set α to
50% and 90%, the time to 3600 s and 7200 s, and the monetary cost to RMB 20 and RMB 100.
The results are shown in Figure 8, in which Figure 8a–h show the accessibility results of
Beijing Fifth Ring Road, and Figure 8i shows the chroma bar. By comparing the accessibility
results of different reliability levels under the conditions of the same time and monetary
cost, it can be seen that a higher reliability level leads to worse accessibility. By comparing
the accessibility results of the same reliability with different levels of time and monetary
cost conditions, higher monetary cost constraint leads to better accessibility, as shown in
Figure 8a vs. Figure 8c, Figure 8b vs. Figure 8d, Figure 8e vs. Figure 8g, and Figure 8f vs.
Figure 8h. Higher time constraint leads to better accessibility, as shown in Figure 8a vs.
Figure 8e, Figure 8c vs. Figure 8f, Figure 8b vs. Figure 8f, and Figure 8d vs. Figure 8h. As
can be seen, it is necessary to take into account the impact of multiple constraints, such
as time and monetary costs, when assessing accessibility under travel time uncertainty.
The impedance heterogeneity between different modes is significant, so it is biased to take
time as the only impedance. In addition, regional accessibility is high in the central area,
gradually decreasing toward the suburbs.

Figure 8. Cont.
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Figure 8. Accessibility of Beijing Fifth Ring Road: (a–h) the accessibility under different conditions, and (i) the colorimetric
bar of accessibility. (Note: there are 502,180 POIs within Beijing’s 5th Ring Road, and the equalization method is used to
classify the accessibility level, which is divided into five levels after rounding).

5.2. Advantages of Multimodal Compared with Unimodal

We take the central grid as an example to analyze the advantages of multimodal
networks over the unimodal network, where Tiananmen Square is located. We plot the
accessibility of each mode under the condition of different times and monetary costs, as
shown in Figure 9. According to Figure 9a, the accessibility of the taxi mode is mainly
limited by travel monetary cost constraints. For the mode of bus or subway, however,
according to Figure 9b,c, the accessibility of the bus or subway mode is mainly limited
by travel time constraints. Figure 9d shows that the accessibility trend of combined
transportation is the same as that of the public transportation subway, which is mainly
restricted by travel time constraints. This is because the network division method proposed
in this paper was used to obtain the combined transportation networks, with bus or
subway as the main transportation mode. Comparing Figure 9d,e, the accessibility of the
combined mode is worse than that of the unimode under certain budgets. Compared with
Figure 9a–d, Figure 9e indicates that multimodal can effectively improve the accessibility
of the area. Due to the limitation of the research area, when accessibility grows to a certain
level, it no longer grows.

Figure 9. Cont.
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Figure 9. Accessibility of various modes in the central area: (a) taxi accessibility, (b) bus accessibility, (c) subway accessibility,
(d) combined-mode accessibility, and (e) multimodal accessibility.

We use three points from Figure 9 to illustrate the impact of time and monetary
cost on accessibility, as shown in Figure 10. It shows that monetary cost and time het-
erogeneity between modes varies greatly. Therefore, it can be verified that multimodal
transportation cannot use travel time as the unique impedance for accessibility evaluation.
Multi-impedance constraint is a typical feature of distinguishing multimodal from uni-
modal when studying accessibility. In addition, any mode can be the most effective under
specific time and cost conditions, so no fixed mode is optimal.

Figure 10. Accessibility at different times and costs.
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5.3. Advantages of Multi-Modal Transfers under Different Risk-Preference Conditions

We plot the difference Ψ1+1
i (50%) and ratio R1+1

i (50%) between unimodal accessibility
and multimodal accessibility, as shown in Figure 11. In [2700 s, 5400 s] and [RMB 10,
RMB 40], the advantage of multimodal accessibility is more obvious. The advantage
reaches the maximum value around 3600 s and RMB 20, showing a central symmetry. As
the impedance threshold increases, all POIs in the research area can be reached, so that
the level of advantage tends to become zero. In terms of the central research grid, with
the increase in α, the accessibility of multimode is better than that of unimode. The reason
is that a higher α allows travelers to reach a smaller travel range. The number of POIs
in Beijing decreases from the center to the suburbs. Therefore, the multimode can obtain
a relatively larger number of POIs than the unimode, resulting in obvious advantages,
i.e., 1 + 1 ≥ 2. The advantage of multimodal over unimodal accessibility increases with
reliability, and it can be improved up to 14.61% by multimodal transfers (see Figure 11f).

Figure 11. The difference and ratio between unimodal accessibility and multimodal accessibility: (a,b) the difference and
ratio at 10% reliability, (c,d) the difference and ratio at 50% reliability, and (e,f) the difference and ratio at 90% reliability.
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5.4. Impacts of Reliability

The probability α of on-time arrival is set to 10%, 50%, and 90% to analyze the impact
of reliability on accessibility with different multimodal transport modes. From Figure 12a–c,
it can be seen that travel time reliability can affect regional accessibility, i.e., the higher the
reliability, the lower the accessibility. In particular, reliability has the smallest impact on
subways and the greatest impact on buses. Since the subway runs on a separate track, it
is less affected by travel time uncertainty, while the bus needs to run on the road, which
is severely affected by road congestion and is more affected by travel time uncertainty.
Furthermore, in all models, the impact of reliability increases first and decreases finally as
travel time, because reliability affects the effective travel time. The greater the reliability
level, the longer the effective travel time.

Figure 12. The impact of reliability on accessibility: (a) taxi, (b) bus, (c) subway, and (d) multimode.

Therefore, as the threshold of travel time increases, the difference in accessibility
increases. After that, due to the limitation of the research area, all areas can be reached by
travelers, so the impact of reliability on accessibility is ultimately reduced. Comparing the
blue, black, and red surfaces of each subgraph in Figure 12, we can see that risk-seeking
travelers have the greatest accessibility, indicating that no matter what value α takes, the
multimodal accessibility will always decrease with the increase in reliability.

5.5. Comparison of Different Methods

In order to verify the superiority of the accessibility model and algorithm, we set α
to 90% and VOT (value of time) to RMB 52.7, according to the average salary in Beijing,
and use three different types of methods to calculate accessibility, as shown in Figure 13.
Compared with the travel time method [19], our bi-objective accessibility method can
effectively reflect accessibility with low-cost budgets and eliminate the gaps caused by
ignoring cost budgets (see Figure 13a). Compared with the generalized cost method [23,25],
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our proposed method can effectively reflect accessibility with low-cost and high-time
budgets or low-time and high-cost budgets, and eliminate the gaps caused by converting
time to generalized cost budgets (see Figure 13b). Thus, the superiority of the two-stage
bi-objective opportunity model is validated.

Figure 13. Comparison of different methods: (a) the travel time method, and (b) the generalized cost method.

5.6. Applications in Transportation Planning

To verify the effectiveness of the proposed method, we classify the grids by analyz-
ing the relationship between multimodal accessibility and population, and thus propose
corresponding planning suggestions for each grid type.

We set the time threshold to 3600 s, the reliability to 90%, and the cost threshold to RMB
10, RMB 20, and RMB 100 in order to respectively calculate bus and subway accessibility,
one taxi transaction accessibility, and combined accessibility, including all modes. We rank
the population in each grid from small to large and equally divide it into five levels (i.e.,
low, lower, medium, higher, and high) marked with 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, respectively. Similarly,
accessibility is also divided into five levels from low to high. When the cost threshold is set
to RMB 10, by subtracting the population level value from the accessibility level value, we
can identify grids with high accessibility and small population according to result ≥ 3, as
shown in blue grids in Figure 14, in which Grid 134 and Grid 147 are the most prominent.
Due to greater accessibility of these grids, including low-cost public transportation, such
as buses and subways, as well as smaller populations, we recommend that commuters
in Beijing choose to live in these places, as they can get to work more reliably to reduce
penalties for late arrival.

Figure 14. Grid type.
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Similarly, grids with low accessibility and large population can be identified according
to result ≤−3, as shown in the red grid in Figure 14, in which Grid 357 is the most
prominent. Due to the lower accessibility and the larger population of these grids, it is
suggested that the government should take some traffic demand management measures,
such as increasing bus stations and optimizing subway network to improve the low-cost
accessibility of the grid to meet the commuting demand.

In order to elaborate more on the characteristics of grids 357, 134, 147, we analyze
POI types. We find that the main POI types of Grids 134 and 147 are business facilities, in
which their shopping and restaurant POIs account for 55.27% and 47.09% respectively, and
only 28.75% of grid 357. So, Grids 134 and 147 are mainly business areas. For grid 357, its
housing and education POI types account for 18.47%, and only 10.92% and 8.02% of Grids
134 and 147. So, Grid 357 is mainly a residential area.

Moreover, Table 3 shows that transactions between taxis and subways can improve
accessibility, especially for girds with low accessibility and large population. When only
considering the objective of travel time, the accessibility of Grid 357 (185,823) is even better
than that of Grid 134 (177,144) and Grid 147 (176,865). However, its low-cost accessibility
is poorer if the bi-objectives of time and cost are considered. Thus, the proposed method
can effectively guide traffic management departments to improve traffic accessibility from
the perspective of cost and time under travel time uncertainty and advise commuters to
choose living places.

Table 3. Grid classification.

Grid
ID

Accessibility Data Corresponding Ranking Type
Value

Grid
TypeRMB 10 RMB 20 RMB 100 Population RMB 10 RMB 20 RMB 100 Population

134 73,495 89,601 177,144 10,842 4 3 2 0 4 HS
147 77,919 81,846 176,865 4155 4 3 2 0 4 HS
357 1737 24,003 185,823 20,260 0 1 2 4 −4 LL

Note: HS represents the grid with high accessibility and small population. LL represents the grid with low accessibility and large
population.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed a multimodal super network based on smart card data,
which can reduce the total set of paths that people would not choose in reality and solved
the problems of route collinearity and fare calculation. Then, we established a two-stage
opportunity accessibility model to evaluate accessibility with budgets of time and mone-
tary cost under travel time uncertainty. Next, we divided this network into seven parts
covering the common modes to make it possible to evaluate bi-objective accessibility un-
der travel time uncertainty in large-scale multimodal networks. Moreover, we created a
multimodal reliability path finding model for each section and improved the reliability
boundary convergence algorithm to calculate bi-objective accessibility under travel time
uncertainty. Finally, we demonstrated that the impedance heterogeneity among different
modes is obvious, and there is a bias in taking time as the only factor for accessibility as-
sessment. Multimodal travel has better accessibility than the unimodal one, which verifies
the problem of “1 + 1 ≥ 2”, i.e., the multimode can obtain a relatively larger number of
POIs than the unimode, resulting in obvious advantages.

Although multimodal accessibility decreases as the reliability increases, the advantage
of multimodal over unimodal accessibility increases with reliability, and it can be improved
up to 14.61% by multimodal transfers. Furthermore, we identified grids with high acces-
sibility and small population under the condition of 90% reliability, and recommended
commuters to choose these places to reduce the penalty caused by late arrival. Similarly, we
identified grids with low accessibility and a large population, and recommended the gov-
ernment to focus on improving low-cost accessibility of these grids to meet the commuting
demand, which verified the effectiveness of the proposed method.
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The limitation of this paper is that the scope of the study is within a city, i.e., Beijing.
It requires further in-depth research and extensive data to assess inter-city accessibility
and to provide policy recommendations for national urban planning. In future studies, we
will further evaluate inter-city accessibility to improve regional equity. Furthermore, it can
be extended to the reliability of facilities, such as the reliability of available parking space
when arriving at a parking lot. Moreover, it can be further extended to the multi-objective
study, including environmental and service-quality factors.
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Appendix A

The equations to calculate the effective travel time on a path are shown as follows.

Ta ∼ N( µa, σa ) (A1)

ta = µa + Z(α)σa (A2)

Tod
k ∼ N

(
µod

k , σod
k

)
(A3)

Tod
k = ∑a∈A δod

a,kTa (A4)

µod
k = ∑a∈A δod

a,kµa (A5)

σod
k =

√
∑a∈A δod

a,k(σa)
2 (A6)

tod
k = µod

k + Z(α)σod
k (A7)

P
{

Tod
k ≤ tod

k

}
= α (A8)

where µa and σa are the mean and the standard deviation of travel time, respectively. µod
k

and σod
k are the mean and standard deviation of the travel time of the path k between od,

respectively. Ta and Tod
k are the travel time distribution of link α and path k, respectively.

δod
a,k is the path-link incidence, i.e., δod

a,k = 1 means that the link α is on the path k, and δod
a,k = 0

otherwise. ta, tod
k is the effective travel time of link α and path k. α is the on-time arrival

probability. Z(•) is an inverse function of the standard normal cumulative distribution
function. Z(α) is the upper α quantile of the standard normal cumulative distribution.
Z(α)σa and Z(α)σod

k are the safety margin of link and path, respectively.
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